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General Comment

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the NRC's future plans.

I think the NRC needs to reduce resources on minor non-safety related details of nuclear plant operation, keep
them focused on the bigger picture. They should also focus more on radiation hormesis in radiation protection
work rather than the unscientific LNT basis. The NRC should focus less effort on providing an unltimate long
lived material repository and focus more on up to 500 year regional interim repository to store fuel until it can
be reprocessed. Work on developing fuel reprocessing rules to allow reprocessing, particularly expanding the
pyro-processing technique to use the 97% of the unused fuel being removed from LWR's. Devote more
resources to develop converters, and breeders to more effectively use fuel with each pass through the reactor.
This includes both fast and thermal versions, but particularly Gen IV concepts.

Special effort should be applied to liquid fueled molten salt reactors (LF-MSR) for inherent safety, 99% fuel
utilization, reduced plant, fuel, and fuel reprocessing cost. They also provide higher temperatures for higher
efficiency, less water use, and high temperature process heat to further reduce green house gas production. LF-
MSR's can eliminate all materials, coolants, and processes that could produce fission product dispersion. The
reactors can be made to be self controlling, and passively safe. The fast versions in particular, can use any fuel
ultimately U235, natural U, depleted U, spent fuel, Pu, TRU's, consume weapons grade Pu, Th, but thermal
versions can consume more fuel varieties than LWR's. The goal is to reduce the cost of reducing the impact on
the environment while also still increasing safety, and reducing proliferation concerns. The Gen IV rated the LF-
MSR as the most ready of the Gen IV plants to be implemented comparable with standard gas reactors, but
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without the radioactive dispersal mechanism of high pressure in gas reactors. The NRC should work to allow
collection and use of thorium and uranium from rare earth element, iron, phosphate mining activities to enable
collection of U and Th fuels as multi-purpose rather than single purpose mining, and enhancement of these other
mining interests for the benefit of the country. Use of these passively safe high temperature reactors would
reduce fossil fuel use and production of massive climate change impacts from the gasses and reduce deaths from
the pollutions emmitted to the atmosphere and water systems.
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